In this paper, we propose an evolutionary correlation filtering approach for solving pose estimation in noncontinuous video sequences. The proposed algorithm computes the linear correlation between the input scene containing a target in an unknown environment and a bank of matched filters constructed from multiple views of the target and estimates of statistical parameters of the scene. An evolutionary approach for finding the optimal filter that produces the highest matching score in the correlator is implemented. The parameters of the filter bank evolve through generations to refine the quality of pose estimation. The obtained results demonstrate the robustness of the proposed algorithm in challenging image conditions such as noise, cluttered background, abrupt pose changes, and motion blur. The performance of the proposed algorithm yields high accuracy in terms of objective metrics for pose estimation in noncontinuous video sequences.
Introduction
Pose estimation is an important task widely used in threedimensional (3D) imaging applications to obtain descriptors such as location, orientation, scaling, depth, or geometric visualization of a target [1] . Applications, such as object tracking, fixture alignment, camera-based optical metrology, and augmented reality, are addressed by performing pose estimation research [2, 3] . The problem of 3D pose estimation presents high complexity when using monocular images, in which depth information of the target within a scene is unknown [4, 5] . The pose is characterized by how the object is viewed through an observer (camera) that, in turn, is determined by the estimation of its location, orientation, and scaling parameters [6] . An effective pose recognition system must be able to produce low approximation errors between the real and estimated parameters [7] . Furthermore, it is important to consider that real images are commonly degraded by challenging conditions such as noise, background clutter, motion blur, and geometrical changes of the target. Generally, these challenges compromise the system's performance by increasing the probability of occurrence of high estimation errors. Thus, it is required an effective and robust approach to solve pose estimation under image degradations.
Correlation filtering is a pattern recognition technique that presents high accuracy in location estimation of a target [8] . This technique is given by a linear system whose frequency response is designed to produce a high matching value between a reference image of the target and the input scene [9] . Correlation filtering also provides high efficiency in target detection under noisy environments [10, 11] .
Conventionally, the design of correlation filters requires an explicit knowledge of the appearance and shape of the target [12] . An effective design strategy consists of the construction of a set of correlation filters, in which each filter is modeled with each possible appearance version of the target that is expected in the observed scene [12] . Thus, this approach allows us to recognize several geometrically modified versions of the target.
Template matching based on correlation filters can be used to solve 3D pose estimation of rigid objects [13] . Moreover, the pose estimation problem can be modeled as a search problem, in which the goal is to find the reference target view that gives the best match between the actual view of the target in the scene [14] . By using a template matching 2 Mathematical Problems in Engineering approach, a big set of correlation filters can be required to find a good match [15] . The design and construction of correlation filters is a high-dimensional complex problem, thus finding an optimal solution will require a very large search space. This strategy presented a narrow exploration space using a local search algorithm [13] . In this strategy it was assumed that the object would appear with smooth pose transitions through the video frames. However, in case of abrupt pose changes the algorithm would require performing an extended and time-consuming search. It should be noted that, in the case of an extended search, the number of iterations will increase to obtain a good estimate, i.e., the optimum. In consequence, the risk of getting stuck in a local optimum will be increased also.
In this work, we are encouraged finding the optimal solution for 3D pose estimation problem when the target can present abrupt pose changes in the scene, i.e., when the search space of location, orientation, and scaling parameters of the target is very big. This challenge needs to be treated as a combinatorial optimization problem that can become numerically intractable as the number of feasible poses of the target increases [16, 17] . From the point of view of computational complexity, this problem is classified as an NPhard problem [18] , since it will require an algorithm with the ability to solve problems in nondeterministic polynomial (NP) time, but the solution can be verified in polynomial time. Moreover, it is at least as difficult as the hardest problems in NP [19, 20] .
In this paper, we propose an evolutionary correlation filtering approach to solve the pose estimation problem efficiently. The proposed evolutionary correlation filtering approach can be defined as a hybrid metaheuristic that combines correlation filters [21] and evolutionary computation [22] . Specifically, the proposed evolutionary correlation filtering approach employs a genetic algorithm [23] because of its computational efficiency, accuracy, robustness, and simplicity for implementation [24, 25] . We propose a 3D pose estimation algorithm for video sequences that contain a target with abrupt pose changes across frames while the input scenes are degraded by challenging conditions, such as the presence of additive noise, cluttering, and motion blur. The proposed algorithm utilizes an evolutionary approach to perform adaptive correlation filtering for 3D pose estimation, in which a bank of filters can evolve to obtain high estimation accuracy in 3D pose parameters of a target from monocular scenes. Based on the above considerations, the main motivation behind this work is to present an accurate algorithm for pose estimation that can be employed in critical applications of 3D imaging and object tracking. The main contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:
(i) The three-dimensional pose parameters of a target pose can be estimated with a single monocular camera.
(ii) The proposed algorithm can solve the pose estimation problem with evolutionary correlation filtering using a hybrid approach between a genetic algorithm and correlation filters.
(iii) An adaptive filter bank dynamically evolves for pose tracking of a target by presenting high estimation accuracy in terms of location, orientation, and scaling.
(iv) Robust pose estimation is performed under noncontinuous video sequences, with image conditions such as additive noise, cluttered background, and motion blur.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the theoretical framework of correlation filtering for object recognition and evolutionary computation for global optimization. Section 3 describes our proposed method for pose estimation using evolutionary correlation filtering. In Section 4, we present and discuss the experimental results by performance evaluations in noncontinuous video sequences. Finally, the conclusions are summarized in Section 5.
Theoretical Framework
In this section, a brief description of the main components of the proposed evolutionary correlation filtering approach is presented. This approach combines correlation filters and a metaheuristic based on a genetic algorithm as the global optimization method to solve the 3D pose estimation problem.
Object Recognition with Correlation Filters.
Assume that a 3D object is observed with a monocular camera, as shown in Figure 1 . The captured frame (x) consists on a projection of the 3D scene into the plane ∈ R 2 . The scene is composed of an object (x) which is placed in an unknown location d = [ , ] and embedded into a disjoint background (x), as follows:
where x = [ / 0 , / 0 ] represent Cartesian coordinates in the image plane, which are the mapped coordinates from R 3 → R 2 , and [ , , ] represent Cartesian coordinates in the 3D space. As shown in Figure 1 , the term is the distance from to the reference coordinate system of the 3D scene, and 0 = + is the total distance from the center of projection (COP) of the camera to the observed world. The term (x) is a binary function that represents the support region of the target, given by
Furthermore, (x) = 1 − (x) represents the inverse support region of the target. The additive noise denoted by (x) is given by a zero-mean Gaussian distribution process. Moreover, Γ in (1) is a transformation matrix that involves the appearance modifications of the target [13] related to scaling S and rotation R (with , , orientation parameters). Hence, Γ = S R is related to the space Π ∈ R 3 .
Mathematical Problems in Engineering Correlation filtering quantifies the level of linear correspondence between two signals. This filtering is widely used in pattern recognition applications to detect a target (x) and estimate their location coordinates from an input scene (x). The correlation filtering can be carried out in frequency domain as follows:
where (u) and (u) are the Fourier transforms of the input scene (x) and the impulse response of a designed correlation filter ℎ(x), respectively, and u = [ , ] ] are coordinates in the frequency domain. The impulse response of the correlator in (3) must be appropriately designed to produce a high correlation value in the area occupied by the target in the scene and a value close to zero elsewhere. Correlation filters can be modeled mathematically by the optimization of different performance criteria. For real-life applications, the signalto-noise-ratio (SNR) is an appropriate design criterion for target recognition in noisy scenes. The generalized matched filter (GMF) is an optimal filter with respect to the SNR [26] . This filter is robust in the presence of additive noise and clutter. Additionally, it presents high accuracy in estimating the location of a target in the scene [27, 28] . The frequency response of the GMF is given by * (u)
where (u), (u), and (u) represent the Fourier transforms of the signals (x), (x), and (x), respectively. Moreover, and are the mean value of the target (x) and background (x), respectively. The terms 0 and 0 denote spectral density functions of the zero-mean background 0 (x) = (x) − and the additive noise process (x), respectively [28] .
Note that the filter given in (4) can be matched to a unique view of the target (u) having specific pose parameters. So, to recognize a target which appears in many pose configurations, several views of the target can be used as reference templates for the filter design. In correlation filtering, often a bank of filters is used to store a set of references as the training set. Since the pose of the target in the scene is unknown, the bank of filters needs to contain one reference view of the target per each pose configuration that is expected in the scene. However, in real applications, having identical references in the training set is very complicated and, in many cases, unfeasible. So, to avoid this limitation we propose an evolutionary correlation filtering, in which the filter bank is adapted dynamically using evolutionary optimization. In this manner, a good pose estimate can be obtained by considering only a subset of all possible filters. Note that, within this proposal, the design of the filter bank is crucial to achieve a high matching score between the input scene and the reference for estimating the best pose state.
In the filter bank, a set of synthetic references are generated from a digital 3D model using computer graphics to establish a specific pose state. Each reference template represents a single view of the target (x) having a unique pose configuration. Once the set of template references (x) has been generated, a bank of filters { (u); = 1, . . . , } is computed with the help of (4). In Figure 2 , the correlation operation is performed between the input scene (x) and each filter in the bank. A correlation plane (x) is obtained for the -th filter of the bank. For each correlation plane, different matching scores with several references can be obtained for a given input scene. The highest correlation value represents the best match. The location of the target is calculated from the correlation plane given by (3) . The coordinates of the target in the scene can be estimated as the coordinates of the highest peak in the correlation plane, as follows:
wherex = [̂,̂] represents the estimated location coordinates of the detected target within the input scene.
Evolutionary Computation for Global Optimization.
Evolutionary computation is a family of population-based algorithms with a metaheuristic or stochastic optimization character for global optimization. It is inspired by biological evolution, where genetic algorithms are the most prominent example [29] . The genetic algorithms are based on the mechanisms of natural selection and natural genetics [30] . The robustness of these algorithms on complex problems has led to an increasing number of applications in the field of artificial intelligence, numerical and combinatorial optimization, computer science, and engineering [31] . The genetic algorithms became popular through the work of John Holland and particularly his book Adaptation in Natural and Artificial Systems [32] . Some of the advantages of genetic algorithms over other metaheuristics are flexibility 
Figure 2: Block diagram of template matching using correlation filters.
in defining constraints and quality measures, the capability of working with both continuous and discrete variable, effectiveness in large search spaces, the power of providing multiple optimal/good solutions, and great potential for applying parallel computing techniques to speed up the computation [31] .
Because of the above-mentioned advantages, we choose the genetic algorithm as the search tool for the pose estimation problem. In this work, the genetic algorithm is used to search the optimal parameters of the target's pose, consisting of scaling and orientation values.
A genetic algorithm is an adaptive heuristic search algorithm designed to simulate the evolution processes existing in natural systems, where, in the most basic form, a genetic algorithm can be modeled for computer simulation using the difference equation
where represents the generation counter (generations over time) and +1 is the new population obtained from the current population after being modified by random variation and selection [33] . Canonical genetic algorithms use a binary representation of chromosomes as fixed-length strings over the alphabet {0, 1}, such that they are well suited to handle pseudo-Boolean optimization problems of the form
In case of continuous parameter optimization problems, genetic algorithms typically represent a real-valued vector x ∈ R by a binary string y ∈ {0, 1} ℓ , where the binary string is logically divided into segments of equal length ℓ (i.e., ℓ = ⋅ ℓ ). Each segment is decoded to yield the corresponding integer value, and this integer value is in turn linearly mapped to the interval of real values [34] . In contrast to the binary codification, genetic algorithms with floatingpoint representation use a floating-point value as a parameter of the chromosome without performing coding and decoding processes [35] . For real-valued numerical optimization problems, floating-point representation outperforms binary representations because they are more consistent, are more precise, and lead to faster execution [36] .
Evolutionary Correlation Filtering Algorithm for Pose Estimation
In this section, we present the proposed algorithm for pose estimation of a target presented in noncontinuous video sequences. The main feature of this proposal is the robustness of the evolutionary correlation filtering when processing noisy and cluttered scenes. One of the most difficult challenges in target tracking is to track an object presenting appearance changes over time. The proposed algorithm is able to estimate and track accurately the pose of the target when presenting abrupt pose changes within a video sequence. The proposed evolutionary correlation filtering algorithm is modeled to achieve a robust pose estimation when facing noncontinuous video sequences. The proposed algorithm is based on correlation filters using an evolutionary computation approach. A genetic algorithm is employed to search for the best pose parameters in the computation of the filter bank in order to produce a high matching score. The genetic algorithm finds candidate solutions through the evolution of the pose parameters of the target. The bank of correlation filters is able to estimate the pose of the target under difficult image conditions, such as the presence of noise, motion blur, and cluttered background. Figure 3 shows the block diagram of the proposed algorithm for pose estimation based on correlation filtering and evolutionary computation. The proposed methodology is organized into three subsystems: observation, template matching, and filter bank evolution, which are explained below.
Observation.
In the observation process, a video sequence enters into the system assuming the optical setup shown in Figure 1 . An input scene (at frame ) contains a target with an unknown pose, which is embedded in a cluttered background. In the case of real-life scenes, the image may be corrupted with additive noise introduced by the camera sensor. The signal model of the input scene ( ) (x) is given by (1) . The pose of the target is defined by 
where q represents the pose configuration for the current view of the target in the input scene, as shown in Figure 1 . At the beginning ( = 0), the algorithm performs an initialization process. This initialization consists in defining a set of different scaling and orientation configurations, represented by
where the vector p is given by a scaling and orientation configurations with parameters generated randomly using a uniform distribution. To solve the pose estimation problem, we apply the evolutionary correlation filtering. The individual (solution) representation consists of four parts as shown in Figure 4 . The first part is a bit-string codification of the scaling and the second, third, and fourth parts are the bit-string codification of the angles , , and , respectively. For the consecutive frames = + 1, the population of individuals is evolved using the genetic operators. Therefore, in each new frame, the initial population will be the population evolved in the last frame, so the initialization process is no longer required. Instead, the proposed algorithm guides the system into the evolved values of each pose parameters to converge in an accurate estimation. In the observation process, the input video sequence may be noncontinuous, which means that the pose of the target can be abruptly changed from one frame to another, caused by imprecise video capturing.
Template Matching.
Template matching is employed to detect the target in the scene and estimate their location coordinates, within the current frame. As the main feature, the algorithm yields high accuracy in challenging image conditions such as noise, motion blur, and background clutter. In the proposed methodology, we implemented the template matching technique considering three different stages: template generation, correlation filtering, and evaluation.
In the template generation stage, a set of templates are used to construct a filter bank, in which each template is associated with an individual p , = 1, 2, . . . ,
, where is the size of the population . Each individual encodes a pose p = [ , , , ] given by the parameters of scaling and orientation of the target. The target templates (x) are rendered using computer graphics. The -th pose parameters of each template represent a candidate solution for the input frame. In the proposed methodology depicted in Figure 3 , the initialization is given by the individuals generated randomly using a uniform distribution for the parameters of scaling and orientation. The estimated location parametersx = [̂,̂] are obtained from the output correlation plane. These parameters are given by the coordinates of the highest correlation peak, as shown in (5) .
Once the templates are generated, the next stage is the computation of correlation filtering. For each generated template a matched filter (u) is designed using (4) by estimating the statistical parameters of the scene. The cross-correlation between the input frame (x) and the impulse response of a filter is used for target detection. This operation is computed for each filter in the bank { (u); = 1, . . . , }, as shown in Figure 2 . Let (x) be the correlation plane obtained by processing the observed image with the -th filter of the bank. Then, the evaluation stage quantifies the ability of a filter to recognize between a target and a false object. This is done by utilizing the discrimination capability (DC) metric [27] given by
where (x) represents the maximum correlation value in the area of the target in the input frame and (x) is the maximum correlation sidelobe generated outside the area occupied by the target. A DC value close to unity indicates a reliable detection of the target. Instead, negative DC values indicate that the filter is unable to recognize the target. For target detection, a specific threshold can be established, in which values of DC > can be determined as a detection, and values of DC ≤ are without detection.
In the next subsystem, the DC is utilized as an objective function to quantify the quality (fitness value) of the candidate solutions contained in . The fundamental approach for optimization is to formulate a single standard of measurement, a cost function, that summarizes the performance or fitness value of a decision and iteratively improve this performance through available alternatives [36] . In this work, the pose estimation problem is defined and captured in the objective function depicted by (10) that indicates the quality of the individuals, i.e., the fitness of any potential solution. Figure 5 shows a general view of the genetic operators employed by the filter bank evolution subsystem to find the best scaling and orientation parameters of the target. Once the initial population has been created in the observation subsystem and it has been evaluated to obtain the fitness value of each individual in the template matching subsystem, we continue with the filter bank evolution, where the selection stage is the first step.
Filter Bank Evolution.
The selection stage drives the genetic algorithm to improve the population fitness over the successive generations [37] . In the selection stage, the best individuals are chosen according to their fitness value. The higher the fitness value is, the more the chance an individual has to be selected. Hence, selection tends to eliminate those individuals that present a weak fitness value. The selection mechanism determines which individuals will be retained as "parents" for being used in the crossover stage, and the genetics underlying their behavioral traits are passed to their offspring [33] . In this work, the strategy of elitist selection is applied over the population, where the individuals with the best fitness values (best individuals of the population) are chosen as parents guaranteeing a place in the next stage, as illustrated in Figure 5 (a). An asymptotic convergence is guaranteed by employing the elitist selection, which always retains the best individuals in the population [36] .
Next, the crossover stage is performed over the population. Holland [32] indicates that crossover provides the primary search operator. The crossover operator randomly chooses a locus and exchanges the subsequences before and after that locus between two individuals to create two offspring. For example, the strings 11111111 and 00000000 could be crossed over the fifth locus in each to produce the two offspring 11111000 and 00000111. The crossover operator roughly mimics biological recombination between two single-chromosomes organisms [29] . In this work, singlepoint crossover is employed. The selected individuals generate "offspring" via the use of crossover operator. Crossover is applied to two individuals called "parents", which create two new individuals called "offspring". This is done by selecting a random position along the coding and splicing the section that appears before the selected position. A new individual will be formed by the first string with the section that appears before the selected position of the first parent and the second string with the section that appears after the selected position of the second parent and vice versa for the second new individual (see Figure 5(b) ).
Then, the mutation stage is performed over the population. The mutation operator randomly alters a certain percentage of the bits in the list of individuals. Mutation is the second way in which a genetic algorithm explores a cost surface. This can introduce traits which are not in the original population; therefore, it keeps the genetic algorithm from converging prematurely before sampling the entire cost surface. A single-point mutation changes a value of 1 to 0 and vice versa. In this work, mutation points are randomly selected from the total population size, as illustrated in Figure 5(c) . Increasing the number of mutations, the algorithm freedom to search outside the current region of the variable space also increases. It also tends to distract the algorithm from converging on local minima [37] .
The filter bank evolution subsystem iterates until the maximum number of generations is reached. Therefore, the genetic algorithm evolves the scaling and orientation parameters that are codified in each individual p to obtain the corresponding optimal values for the pose. Finally, the estimated poseq is determined by the best candidate solution from the last iteration of the genetic algorithm, given bŷ q = {(q ∈ Γ) ∼ * ( ) : * = arg max { ; = 1, . . . , }} .
It should be noted that the estimated poseq is used to construct the filter that will recognize the target in the scene with the highest DC value, which is, in turn, the estimated pose state of the current frame.
Experimental Results
In this section, we present the experimental results obtained with the proposed algorithm for pose estimation in noncontinuous video sequences. We evaluate the convergence of the genetic algorithm in terms of the detection efficiency of the evolutionary correlation filters. Also, we quantify the performance of pose estimation in terms of location and orientation errors. The performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated and discussed by processing noisy input scenes. Then, candidate solutions given by the genetic algorithm are analyzed in terms of quality of pose estimation.
We measure the performance of the proposed approach .0 cm. The tested video sequence contains 400 frames of 256×256 pixels and RGB color channels, captured by a monocular camera. Table 1 shows the parameters used in the evolutionary correlation filtering algorithm for the experiments. Each test was executed 30 times for repeatability with different random seeds used to create the initial population. The number of generations was varied to see the effect in the convergence. For this, we employed from 1 to 500 generations for testing. Additionally, we varied the number of individuals in the population using from 16 to 128 individuals. The mutation parameter was set to 0.2, which means that the random mutations alter the 20% of the bits in the list of individuals. The elitist selection parameter was set to 0.5; i.e., the elitist selection is performed where the 50% of the individuals with the best fitness values are chosen as parents guaranteeing a place in the next generation.
Performance Results of the Filter Bank Evolution.
We tested the performance of the algorithm in terms of discrimination capability (DC) yielded by the correlation filtering through generations of the evolutionary algorithm, as shown in Figure 6 . With 95% of confidence, we can see that the algorithm exhibits a high detection efficiency by producing a DC= 0.9802 ± 0.002 when using 500 generations and a population of 128 individuals. This result indicates that the proposed algorithm presents a reliable performance in terms of target detection.
Also, in this experiment we tested the performance of the proposed algorithm in terms of accuracy of the location estimation of the target. For this we measure the location error (LE) between the real x and estimatedx coordinates as follows:
We varied the number of individuals in the population per generations of the evolutionary correlation filtering algorithm to measure the evolution behavior. the results in terms of LE. With 95% of confidence, the algorithm yields LE= 0.80 ± 0.28 pixels using the maximum number of generations with 128 individuals. The orientation error (OE) between the real and estimated pose can be computed as
where Φ = ( , , ) are the true orientation angles of the target andΦ = (̂,̂,̂) are the estimated angles for each orientation component. As shown in Figure 8 the accuracy of orientation estimation of the target is measured in terms of the OE. When using 500 generations and the maximum population size (128 individuals), the evolutionary correlation filtering algorithm reduces the orientation error. The proposed algorithm yields high accuracy in pose estimation by producing OE= 0.76 ± 0.21 degrees with 95% of confidence. This result demonstrates that our proposed method is accurate and robust for pose estimation given in terms of location and orientation errors.
Performance Results in Noisy
Conditions. The performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated when processing scenes degraded with additive noise. We tested the noise robustness of the algorithm by considering additive noise with signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) values of 50 dB, 10 dB, 5 dB, and 2 dB with respect to the number of generations of the evolutionary correlation filtering algorithm. For this experiment, we use a fixed population size of 32 individuals and 20% of mutation rate. Figure 9 presents the results for noisy scenes given in terms of the DC. With 95% of confidence, the detection efficiency of the proposed algorithm is DC= 0.92±0.09 for 50 dB and 10 dB SNR. Moreover, for highly noisy conditions of 5 dB and 2 dB SNR, the detection efficiency of the algorithm is DC= 0.87 ± 0.13. We can see the reliability of the correlation filtering increments in terms of DC through generations of the evolutionary algorithm. Figure 10 shows the performance in terms of LE for different additive noise SNR levels. With 95% of confidence, the accuracy of the location estimation of the target produced by the proposed algorithm is LE=2.03± 2.21 pixels in the case of the additive noise SNR values of 5 dB and 2 dB. For additive noise SNR values of 50 dB and 10 dB, the proposed algorithm yields LE= 1.33 ± 0.68 pixels.
The performance of the proposed algorithm in terms of orientation estimation of the target is shown in Figure 11 . For highly noisy conditions of 5 dB and 2 dB SNR, the proposed algorithm yields OE= 7.12 ± 11.89 degrees. For noisy conditions 10 dB of SNR, the performance is OE= 5.32±7.87 degrees with 95% of confidence. Accordingly, with the obtained results, we can see that despite the presence of additive noise in the scene the performance of the algorithm gradually grows as the number of generations of the evolutionary correlation filtering algorithm increases. It should be noted that the proposed algorithm is able to produce low estimation errors of OE= 1.19 ± 0.35 degrees after fifty generation of the evolutionary algorithm. Figure 12 shows examples of the candidate solutions obtained with the proposed algorithm. For each solution, the DC is computed to evaluate the quality of the template matching. As we can see in Figure 12 (a) candidate templates are presented for the first generation of the evolutionary correlation filtering algorithm. Then, the algorithm evolves to a better pose estimation given in terms of DC value. Figures 12(b) and 12(c) present the evolution of the algorithm after 50 and 100 generations achieving high target recognition performance of DC= 0.958±0.039. Figure 12(d) shows the best solution given by the proposed algorithm for the current frame. 
Evolution of Pose Estimation Results through Generations.

Performance Evaluation in Noncontinuous Video
Sequences. We test the robustness of the proposed algorithm in frame sequences which contain noncontinuous pose changes of a target. For these experiments, we process a synthetic video composed of abrupt pose changes of a target varying from 5 to 50 degrees between two consecutive frames. The pose changes are calculated in terms of the degrees of difference given by the Euclidean distance for the three coordinate angles of the current ( ) and the previous frame ( − 1), given by | ( ) − ( −1) |, where denotes the orientation of the target in the three coordinate angles. Figure 13 shows the performance of the proposed algorithm in terms of the DC for input frame sequences containing abrupt pose changes. With 95% of confidence, the algorithm produces a DC= 0.95 ± 0.04 for sequences equal to or less than 20 degrees of difference between consecutive frames. From 30 to 50 degrees of pose variation from one frame to another, the performance of pose estimation of the algorithm slightly decreases to DC= 0.86 ± 0.07. Figures 14 and 15 show the performance of the proposed algorithm in terms of location and orientation errors, respectively. With 95% of confidence, the proposed algorithm yields LE= 1.63 ± 0.95 pixels when pose changes of 20 degrees among consecutive frames are allowed. Starting from 30 degrees of difference, the location error increases to LE= 4.10 ± 2.00 pixels. In terms of orientation estimation, the algorithm obtains a pose estimation accuracy of OE= 9.21 ± 4.55 degrees in sequences where pose changes of 20 degrees or less are allowed. For the case of 50 degrees of difference, the orientation error increases as expected; however, it can be refined through generations of the evolutionary correlation filtering algorithm.
Sequences with Real Scenes. We present the evaluation performance of the proposed algorithm for pose estimation in real scenes. In this experiment, we processed a video sequence of 400 frames with 256×256 pixels and RGB color channels. The observed video presents a printed object based on the 3D model from [38] . The frame sequence contains the target with unknown pose parameters of location, orientation, and scaling. Video 1 shows the performance of the proposed algorithm for real images. The proposed algorithm successfully estimates the pose of the object despite the presence of challenging factors. In Video 1, the observation point presents rough displacements in the scene, yielding a different appearance of the object through consecutive frames. Also, in this experiment, we used four different batches, each one corresponding to a set of 100 frames. We scrambled the order of the batches for obtaining abrupt pose changes of the target. Figure 16 illustrates the performance of the evolutionary correlation filtering algorithm for the tested video sequence. From Figure 16 (a), we can see that the input frames processed by the proposed algorithm evolve into optimal pose estimates in subsequent frames for the same batch. Figure 16(b) shows that the algorithm supports abrupt pose variations when the current batch suddenly changes. The algorithm provides robustness in noncontinuous target displacements given by the evolutionary approach in the correlation filtering implementation.
Conclusions
In this paper, an evolutionary correlation filtering approach for pose estimation in noncontinuous video sequences was presented. The proposed algorithm exhibited that it is robust for 3D pose estimation and tracking of a target in challenging images conditions such as additive noise, cluttered background, and motion blur, caused for imprecise video capturing. The performance of the proposed algorithm was tested by processing video sequences containing noncontinuous segments and abrupt pose changes of the target. Accordingly, with the obtained results, the proposed algorithm was able to adapt the correlation filtering process using an evolutionary approach. This method was able to successfully refine the final pose estimation solution given by the correlator. For pose tracking, the algorithm used information of the pose estimation in previous frames by assuming that the object displacement within the scene appears continuously. Additionally, the evolutionary approach allowed dealing with a wide range of pose candidate solutions. Thus, it yields high diversity in the exploration of the landscape of solutions to find the best pose parameters. Hence, the evolutionary correlation filtering presented robustness under abrupt pose changes. Based on the obtained experimental results the proposed algorithm yielded a high accuracy of pose tracking for noncontinuous video sequences, given in terms of orientation and location errors. The proposed algorithm also showed its versatility of the correlation filtering used for three-dimensional pose estimation applications. Thanks to the evolutionary approach, the filter bank adapts to the best (suboptimal or optimal in the best of cases) solution.
Computer simulation results proved accurate results for realworld scenes in terms of pose estimation obtained with the proposed evolutionary correlation filtering approach.
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